
Policy Changes M67 Greenhouse gas emissions, energy infrastructure and heat risk 
As raised by Lily Downes and Zoe Rasbah for Just Space  
 
Emissions Targets 

▪ SI2 9.2.1 should read ‘London is to achieve its objective of becoming a zero-carbon 
city by 2030’.  

 
▪ SI2 C should read ‘a minimum improvement of at least 40% beyond building 

regulations’. 
 
Energy Masterplans 

▪ SI2 A 3A should read ‘be seen: monitor, verify and report on energy performance to 
all relevant stakeholders, including communities’.  

 
▪ SI3 A should read ‘boroughs and developers should engage at an early stage with 

relevant energy companies and bodies, and relevant communities and trade unions, 
to establish the future energy requirements and infrastructure arising from large-
scale development proposals such as Opportunity Areas, Town Centres, other 
growth areas or clusters of significant new development.’ In order to ensure 
consumer and community voice protections, they must be included explicitly in 
policy. 

 
 
Offsets 

▪ 9.2.8 should read ‘‘to ensure that offset funds are used effectively to reduce carbon 
whilst encouraging a holistic approach to retrofitting, and to ensure that communities 
co-benefit from offset fund investment, Mayoral programmes offer additional support, 
and communities must be consulted in the early stages of offset fund set up.’  

 
▪ SI2C and SI3 (9.3.1, 9.3.2, 9.2.8) should give clarity and guidance on offset policy 

from the GLA to the Boroughs. 
 
Small Sites 

▪ SI2C should include small sites and read ‘A minimum onsite reduction of at least 
35% is required for all development’. 

 
▪ SI3 D should also not be limited to major development. 

 
▪ SI4B should read ‘All development proposals must demonstrate through an energy 

strategy how they will reduce the potential for internal overheating and reliance on air 
conditioning systems in accordance with the following cooling hierarchy’. 

 
Embodied Carbon 

▪ 9DA and 9DB should read that developers are ‘required to conduct whole life cycle 
assessments’ and 9.2.8 ‘major non-referable developments are required to conduct 
whole life cycle assessments’. 

 
▪ Demolition and material re-use must be explicitly mentioned as it has implications for 

developers then prioritising retrofit. 
 
Unregulated/Workplace Emissions 

▪ 9.2.10, should include another letter, M, that states ‘a plan for reducing workplace 
emissions that involves owners, management, trade unions and workers’.  

 



▪ 9.2.9A which states ‘to fully capture a development’s carbon impact, a whole-life 
cycle approach is needed to capture its unregulated emissions (i.e those associated 
with cooking and small appliances). It should say (i.e those associated with cooking, 
small appliances, and workplace equipment).  

 
 


